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Dear editor
I read with interest the meta-analysis of Sun et al.,1 but while their results can be partly true, the article’s screening and
selection were critical. The meta-analysis, in fact, did not include ten articles (including three large cohort studies),
without reporting any reason for exclusion.

The following are the manuscripts not included by Sun et al.:1

1. Botteri et al.,2 which is a nationwide register-based, cohort study of 293,570 women; it studied the risk of
Melanoma associated with menopausal hormone therapy (MHT). Botteri used SIR as the risk measure, which is
an exclusion criterion of Sun et al.,1 but OR/RR/HR could have been calculated.

2. Brinton et al.,3 which is a large cohort study of 9,892 women that studied the risk of Melanoma associated with
MHT and with oral contraceptives (OC).

3. Behrens et al.,4 which is a case-control study. It studied the risk of Uveal Melanoma associated with OC and
MHT.

4. Vessey et al.,5 which is a cohort study, that considered 17,032 women, between 25 and 39 years old. It studied the
risk of Melanoma associated with OC.

5. Hannaford et al.,6 which is a large cohort study, that considered more than 60,000 women between 25 and 39
years old. It studied the risk of Melanoma associated with OC.

6. Holly et al.,7 a case-control study which examined MHT/OC and risk of uveal melanoma.
7. Hartge et al.,8 a case-control study which studied the association between MHT/OC and intraocular malignant

melanoma.
8. Gallagher et al.,9 which is a case-control study. It studied the risk of Melanoma associated with OC.
9. Green et al.,10 which is a case-control study. It studied the risk of Melanoma associated with OC.
10. Kay et al.,11 a cohort study, which examined the association between OC and risk of Melanoma.

Therefore, among the studies above, the risk ofMelanoma associated with OCwas analysed by: Brinton et al.,3 Behrens et al.,4

Vessey et al.,5 Hannaford et al.,6 Holly et al.,7 Hartge et al.,8 Gallager et al.,9 Green and Bain,10 Kay et al.;11 whereas the risk of
Melanoma associated with MHTwas analysed by: Botteri et al.,2 Brinton et al.,3 Behrens et al.,4 Holly et al.,7 Hartge et al.8

Moreover, three studies could also have been considered for analysis of the duration of OC use and female Melanoma
risk: Hannaford et al.,6 Gallagher et al.,9 Green and Bain.10

Finally, considering the articles included by Sun et al.,1 and the exclusion criteria chosen by the authors,
Mueller et al.12 should not have been accepted because it is a letter to the editor.
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Considering the articles mentioned above, we performed a new meta-analysis on the risk of OC/MHT and Cutaneous
Malignant Melanoma (CMM).

Our results showed a combined pooled risk of CMM in OC users of 1.03 (0.95–1.12) with low heterogeneity (I2 =
33.6%): in cohort study 1.07 (1.00–1.15), in case-control study 1.00 (0.87–1.16), all with a shorter confidence Interval
(pooled: 0.99 (0.90–1.10); cohort study 1.06 (0.98–1.14); case-control study 0.98 (0.83–1.15)) and smaller heterogeneity
(I2 = 54%) than Sun et al.1

Our results showed a combined pooled risk of CMM in MHT users of 1.17 (1.09–1.26) with low heterogeneity
(I2 = 27.8%): with a shorter confidence interval of 1.12 (1.02–1.24) and smaller heterogeneity (I2 = 50%) than
Sun et al.1

Concluding, the meta-analysis by Sun was carried out with an incorrect methodology, which, if on one hand does not
excessively alter the results, on the other hand it invalidates them since, as PRISMA teaches, the methodology is central
in revisions and meta-analyses.

Looking forward your answer, we hope you would consider our observations.

Disclosure
The authors report no conflicts of interest in this communication.
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